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 Introduction 

 This written statement prepared by Savills on behalf of Prologis addresses relevant questions raised in 

Matter 65 (M65) ‘Green Belt and Metropolitan Open Land’. 

 The view of Prologis is that the Draft London Plan with Proposed Amendments (DLP) under-estimates 

demand for industrial land and over-estimates the likely supply arising from its policies, with the 

consequence that the industrial land market is likely to be increasingly mis-aligned with the quantitative and 

qualitative needs of industrial land occupiers. One way in which the gap could be narrowed is to take a 

more flexible approach than proposed for release of Green Belt land for industrial land occupiers. 

 This paper should be read together with our written representation on Matter 62 (Land for Industry, Logistics 

and Services to Support London’s Economic Function). Our Matter 62 paper presented our arguments on 

why the DLP has probably under-estimated demand and over-estimated potential supply. In summary the 

points we made are: 

 Demand for industrial land is likely to be greater than in the past for reasons including: 

o There is evidence that the decline in manufacturing in London has tailed off and the sector is 

starting to grow  

o Demand for logistics uses is likely to continue to grow strongly and be higher than the rates 

projected in the DLP 

o Overall London’s industry and industrial land occupiers (which cover other activities in addition 

to manufacturing and logistics) now largely play a support role to the rest of London’s economy 

which suggests that demand will grow as London grows (rather than continuing its historic 

decline) 

o The DLP under-estimates the scale of space needed to bring the industrial land market back 

from its current situation in to market equilibrium (i.e. before taking account of future 

projections). 

 

 Supply of industrial land is likely to be less than assumed in the DLP for reasons including: 

o Insufficient account has been taken of the forthcoming pipeline of industrial land release. 

o Industrial intensification, while welcome, is unlikely to deliver the scale of floorspace provision 

required to bridge the gap between demand and supply during the timeframe covered by the 

DLP 

o Policy E7F and the land swaps approach mentioned in paragraph 6.7.2A, on facilitating the 

substitution of industrial capacity to areas beyond London’s boundaries, will be difficult to 

implement in practice and difficult to measure against a counter-factual. 

o The 65% plot ratio minimum target may be too high for many industrial land occupiers which 

suggests that more land than estimated will be needed. 

  

 This paper summarises the case for a more flexible Green Belt land approach and develops our arguments 

one step further by reviewing the potential for industrial intensification on released Green Belt land.  
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 The Need for Greater Flexibility Over Green Belt Release 

 In the light of the points we presented in our M62 representation we are concerned that with the planned 

release of more industrial land London will not be able to meet the needs of industrial land occupiers. Even 

if the release of industrial land were further curtailed there are questions about the significant lag time in 

slowing the rate of release due to existing permissions and well progressed local policy frameworks allowing 

release. Even if this is possible there still remain concerns that demand is likely to increase in future and it 

will take a long time for intensification to play a significant role in helping reconcile supply and demand.  

 We suggest that the GLA needs to add in extra opportunities for industrial land development. One way this 

could be achieved is through a more flexible approach to industrial land development in the London Green 

Belt. In principal where there are exceptional circumstances justifying release there can also be a good fit 

with other objectives. There are many areas of land close to the edge of London which no longer perform 

an effective Green Belt function, albeit they would have done when the Green Belt was first designated. 

Changes in circumstances since that time, including the construction of roads and other infrastructure such 

as airports, mean that there are some cases where individual parcels of land no longer fulfil the National 

Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) criteria for including land within the Green Belt. 

 These can best be identified through a borough level Green Belt review, and the London Plan should 

encourage boroughs to undertake these in order to see if there is any land which could reasonably be 

released.  In particular Green Belt land near the strategic trunk road network (e.g. the M25) fits well with 

locational requirements of many industrial land occupiers. Such land may have relatively low public 

transport accessibility, possibly making it less suitable for housing-led development. Such low public 

transport accessibility could have less of a sustainability and traffic impact for industrial land uses 

particularly if they have low employment densities and play a valuable role in supporting the rest of the 

London economy. This suggests that a more flexible approach to reviewing release of land in the Green 

Belt for industrial development could help achieve industrial land objectives and be justified on exceptional 

circumstances grounds. 
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 Green Belt Land and Industrial Intensification 

 A key advantage of enabling Green Belt land to be used to deliver industrial premises is that its relatively 

low existing use value makes for more viable development than existing industrial land. Industrial land 

values in London can range from £2.5m to £10.0m per acre or greater. (Much of this land is occupied and 

the price often reflects the value of the rental stream). The high land cost renders many development 

proposals unviable1. The value of Green Belt land typically reflects agricultural values which are insignificant 

in comparison. Using land in agricultural use was the approach used to develop Britain’s post-war New 

Towns and could be applied again to ensure that sufficient industrial land is available for London’s economy. 

 To illustrate the Green Belt’s potential for the delivery of new industrial premises we use the work we 

undertook with partner firms for the GLA. We originally viability-tested four different intensified industrial 

development schemes based on a range of representative benchmark land values from £2.5m to £10.0m 

per acre. The schemes are shown in the appendix below, which is taken from the ‘Industrial Intensification 

and Co-Location Study: Design and Delivery Testing’ report.  

 For the consideration of the potential selective use of the Green Belt, we assume that development 

schemes achieve industrial rental values and residential values reflective of outer London locations. This 

enables a comparison of the impact of different land values on development viability.   

 The three schemes with a residential component deliver 35% affordable housing to reflect DLP policies.  

 In addition to the originally tested land values, we applied a value of £100,000 per acre as the benchmark 

land value for agricultural land in the Green Belt. This is based on discussion in the Letwin Review on an 

appropriate mark-up that could be applied to agricultural land being brought forward for development that 

adequately compensates landowners2. (The specifics of a suitable mark-up will depend on a range of 

factors). 

 The results of our analysis indicate that with benchmark land values of £2.5 million or higher the schemes 

are generally unviable using assumptions that reflect current conditions in much of outer London. When 

land in the Green Belt is tested, the lower value associated with its agricultural use enables schemes to be 

viably brought forward. This is because there is not such a high hurdle of existing use value to overcome. 

 The viability testing reveals how some development in the Green Belt could be a viable way to help address 

London’s shortage of industrial floorspace.   

                                                           
1 See ‘Industrial Intensification and Co-Location Study: Design and Delivery Testing’, for the GLA, 2018, page 75 
2 Letwin Review - ‘Independent Review of Build Out Final Report’, October 2018, page 16 
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Appendix 

The following images reflect the four intensified industrial typologies that are viability tested in this report. 

Stacked Workshops/ Studios with Residential Above 

 

Source: We Made That – ‘Industrial Intensification and Co-Location Study: Design and Delivery Testing’ for the GLA, 2018  
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Stacked Medium Industrial with Residential Above 

 

Source: We Made That – ‘Industrial Intensification and Co-Location Study: Design and Delivery Testing’ for the GLA, 2018 
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Stacked Small Industrial with Adjacent Residential 

 

Source: We Made That – ‘Industrial Intensification and Co-Location Study: Design and Delivery Testing’ for the GLA, 2018  
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Stacked Large Industrial (no Residential)  

 

Source: We Made That – ‘Industrial Intensification and Co-Location Study: Design and Delivery Testing’ for the GLA, 2018 
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Abbreviations 

 

3PL Third party logistics 

DLP Draft London Plan 

DRAM Development Rights Auction Model 

EiP Examination in Public 

GDV Gross development value 

GLA Greater London Authority 

HZ Housing Zone 

LILDR London Industrial Land Demand Final Report 

NPPF National Planning Policy Framework 

OAPF Opportunity Area Planning Framework 

SPG Supplementary planning guidance 

TfL Transport for London 

  

  

  

  

 


